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Fellow Ulysseans 

The committee wish you all a Happy and Blessed New Year for 2020 and with many wonderful 

adventures under the Ulysses biking banner. 

The past year has been a good year in general for our chapter except for the passing of dear 

loved ones. 

On the last Friday club night of 2019 (6 December 2019) there was an awesome turnout - in 

excess of 30 members. With Brandon, Belinda, Marthinus and Leisha attending the Lion Rally, it 

may have been the biggest braai the club has held this year. Well done all. 

From my side, I would like to thank you all for continuing the spirited tradition of a happy club. 

To the committee, members, willing helpers and especially Geoff for his commitment we say a 

big thank you all. Also to those contributing to the newsletter, a huge thank you. 

Geoff, your input has not gone unnoticed. Really, the hours spent co-ordinating, liaising with 

national, covering events, attending CLA and especially national meetings, sorting out hassles 

and badges etcetera has been a job very well done. To Julie too, for her support to Geoff, thank 

you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Looking forward to this year, keep your eyes open on the WhatsApp group for rides and 

forthcoming events as these are yet to be finalised. 

For the few posters received, refer to second last page especially for the porn event (page 10) 

on the 19th. Spell check said pawn so let us just call it a Garage Sale. 

Ha, got you all checking page 10 now. 

Enjoy the riding and God bless for 2020. 
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Kidd’s Beach Ride 8 December 2019 

I was determined to go on our last planned ride for the year. Auriol was on church duty 

and so it would be a solo ride for me. 

We awoke to a heavy drizzle and a wet tarmac. Not to be deterred, the old orange rain suit 

was found. I sent a WhatsApp to three people n Kidd’s Beach on the weather outlook but 

none replied (it turned out that they were riding in to meet us at the start). 

As I was about to set off, the sky lightened and the drizzle stopped. Without donning the 

rain suit I left up a sodden street with the cars kicking up spray on my clean motorbike. 

Leaving Gonubie the concrete highway was dry and so it was for the rest of the ride. 

Purring along the roadway, my decision to sell the VFR sat heavy on my heart and my usual 

euphoria of singing inside my helmet had no sound bar the wind whistle. 

On arriving at the meeting point (Beacon Bay Retail Park), quite a few bikes awaited take 

off. After a meet and greet, Geoff explained the route to Kidd’s Beach as a road running 

event had blocked off some of the roads. In addition, he said we stop and regroup at the 

turnoff into Kidd’s so that we could all arrive together.  

Departing was a staggered affair and became more disjointed as the robots and traffic split 

the group of riders. Catching up to the leading riders near the airport, a Kulula aircraft 

lifted off ahead of us in a majestic display of power and grace. When the 120 km/h signs 

were reached a different tone of exhaust could be heard. Passing two bikes I tried catching 

the front two runners – a Kawasaki 1400 and a BMW 1600. To no avail until we reached 

the Igoda River bends and I closed right up. However it was short lived as, using their 

bigger grunt compared to my 800, they pulled away up the hill once crossing the bridge. 

The cool air and dry road really put us in a racy frame of mind and a dash to the turn off 

ensued.  

The others caught up and we entered Kidd’s quietly in respect of the church services taking 

place and with regard to the residents. Parking in front of the tea room, we dismounted 

and viewed the fresh looking surrounds with a faint spray of fine misty drizzle falling for a 

brief moment. It could have been a sprinkling of champagne anointing us all. Sue and Rae 

awaited us. 

Breakfast orders were placed. Ian and Carol Nicholson arrived a bit later by car and had 

breakfast with us. The breakfast served was as always very good. Our group comprised 21 

bodies. 

The ride back was more leisurely and just as pleasant.  Geoff and Julie peeled off to 

investigate a pub called the Blue Lizard. 

Thank you to all for a super fellowship once again. 
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Of course a couple bikes had to park 

elsewhere and missed to shot above. 
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My Tale of my love for my five Honda Vee Fours 

 

In 1982 I was captivated with the overseas write ups of the Honda VFR 400. After approaching 

Honda SA, I was informed that this bike was not going to be imported by Honda. Having had 

two Honda CB400N’s (the latter a beaut with gold inverted Comstar rims – Eurohawk), I was 

delighted when the Honda VF750F was introduced in 1983. Honda had to sell 30 to 

homologate them to race in the National 750 class. With only three arriving in the Eastern 

Cape, I lay claim to the one that landed in Port Elizabeth – pearl white with metallic blue and 

red pin stripe.  

This was my first “big bike” and what an awesome experience to ride it back to King William’s 

Town. The power delivery actually frightened as much as it thrilled me. Soon after I attended 

the WIMA rally in Cradock and was frustrated by the attention of so many bikers that I had to 

cover my bike with my sleeping bag. The small 16” front wheel made it twitchy to control. 

 

1982 Honda CB 400 N                                                               1983 Honda VF 750 F 

Then disaster – 1984 

In March 1984 I started losing my sight and had to have a V-shunt inserted into my brain area. 

The specialist was adamant “No more bikes”. Thus I sold my beloved VF and so ended a brief, 

passionate love affair.  

Guess what!! Our beloved chairman Geoff Willmers bought the bike – he was but a mere 

acquaintance at that time. A while later he was involved in an accident in Stutterheim and the 

bike was written off. The bike was later rebuilt and bought by Peter Kopke. 

A year later after a check-up with my neurosurgeon, he said I could resume riding albeit 

carefully. He explained that he saw me to be impatient and that I would not have waited long 

enough for the shunt to settle and so insisted no more bikes. As livid as I was, he lived and has 

since retired. 
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The fascination of the VF sound and torque delivery had me hunting for another. Gavin Whyte 

motors in East London had traded one from a gentleman from Fort Beaufort. This one was the 

same colour scheme but with red being the predominant colour. It was a 1986 Honda 

VF750FE, immaculate condition and reminded me of the first love of my life.  

In 1991 I started riding with Road Runners and made quite a few friends – eventually joining 

the club a year later. By this time a new VFR750 Honda had been launched with a single swing 

arm. This bike was receiving accolades and I again contacted Honda SA. A lady – Jill Martin 

known as the Tupperware Torpedo - was the sales manageress. She sold me her 1991 Honda 

VFR750F which was a beautiful pearl white. As it had been a demo bike, it was well prepped 

and much more powerful and refined than the version on sale. The paintwork had taken a bit 

of a knock being a demo model. After buying the bike, I sold my VF750FE to Gavin Gobey.  

The bike was quick and Mike Friend of Road Runners said I must change to a noisier exhaust as 

it was like a white ghost floating past them. Bruce Reilly was still my nemesis on his indecently 

quick Kawasaki 1100.  

  

1986 Honda VF 750 FE                                                                           1991 Honda VFR 750 F 

Although the bike was admired by all and sundry, a niggle in my mind was the stone chips, 

high mileage and it was not new. So Gavin Gobey convinced me to buy the red coloured VFR I 

so desired. This I eventually did in 1993 again from Honda Jhb. It was the second last new one 

left in the country before the new updated model arrived. Gavin bought my white VFR. 

Gavin and I had fun at the drag races pitting the two VFR’s against each other with me pipping 

him by 1/1000th of a second. 

This bike served me well over the next fifteen years and I was notorious in my red leathers and 

red bike. Deryck and Alrose Vice can confirm the ribbing I took – sometimes having to strip to 

reveal my red socks, red vest and red underwear!! I did a few long tours with Graham and 

Janice Thompson, Bobby and Helena Pickard as well as Peter and Rosa Slater. This was over 

and above my numerous rallies. Just before my next bike, I struck a CDI problem over an 

otherwise hassle free riding experience. Pedro de Abreu bought my bike. 
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In the interim, Gavin sold the white VFR to Garth Ewing’s son. On a trip to Natal, both father 

and son crashed their respective bikes on a diesel spill near Kokstad. I purchased the wreck 

from the insurance company and had it rebuilt. For a while I owned two VFR’s and it was a 

problem deciding which to ride or which I preferred. 

 

  

 

During the time of my two VFR’s, my daughter Kirsten took to riding road bikes. In what 

amounted to a straight swop, I sold my white VFR750F and bought a Honda VFR400NC30 for 

the same price – namely R20 000. 
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In 2008 while I was in Durban, my daughter Lauren received a call from my friend Sean Coleman 

who said I should get down fast to Peter Marshall Motorcycles in Pinetown and see what they had 

to offer. It was a beautiful red 2004 Honda VFR 800 V-tech with panniers. I was smitten and Lauren 

said I could use her varsity loan as a bridging finance till my VFR750 was sold. A deal was done. 

On this bike Auriol and I had so much fun. Touring, rallying, breakfast runs and just super casual 

outings. Our longest trip was Duban to Cape Town with many detours covering 3 800 kms. 

The synonymous red VFR has been part of my life for so many years that it is going to be hard to 

be without her. The memories are engraved. The sweeping loops in mountain passes, rider 

courses, quarter mile drags, the acceleration and torque with the beautiful sound that only a V-

four motor can produce will always remain a most treasured memory. 
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THINK ON THESE THINGS – WITH PRAYER AND CLOSE CONSIDERATION 
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EVENTS 
 

January 2020 

19th Garage sale 

25th Bikini Bike Wash 

26th Ubuntu Run 

April 2020 

3-4th Buffalo Rally 

Check posters above or 

WhatsApp for upcoming 

events 

 

 

 

 

BIRTHDAYS 
 

January 2020 

8th Rodney Hiles 

22nd Geoff Willmers 

30th Jenny Moss 

31st Jeff Mee 

 

Please notify me if any birth dates 

have been missed 

 

 

The Ed on his 6 

year old scoot – 

not red, but two 

wheels and 

mobile.  


